In this article some scientific problems of Iran were reviewed. My own problems and honors were also mentioned. It was concluded that Iran and I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and Iran and I will not become anything in general. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy. Also it was deduced that the only way for the advancement and development of Iran is to make Iran as a state of USA.
superpowers is to make Iran a state of USA. I have said this fact in my 9 articles titled "Criticism of the Current Science in the World" and "its 8 Addenda" [4 to 12] which were published in international journals and are accessible in my website [13] . Also I have created a petition in internet for everybody to sign it and make Iran a state of USA [14] . In order for a person to be able to produce the science, he/she must have the highest level of science. But a large part of discovered science is kept secret [3] . Therefore, the science which is produced in Iran is invaluable. It can be concluded that Iran universities are waste of time and are established to make the people busy with science for them not to think of politics. Therefore, the political rulers of Iran will have no competitor. The money and other benefits of political activities is much higher than any other activities in Iran. The universities in superpowers are also expository only and have no scientific value. Superpowers do not give a large part of discovered science to public access. I know the scientific conditions of superpower universities and as 1 proof, you can see that MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) from USA as the top world university has given its courses contents in its website for free [15] . One will find that only a small part of USA science is given in this university and a large part of world science is kept secret. In fact, I like this action form MIT which says that do not come to USA for studying in MIT to become a top scientist since it is not valuable and a large part of discovered science is kept secret. Another great job from superpowers is creating free PORN websites and satellite channels to say to Muslim people that do not come to superpowers for sex. It should be noted that many people in Muslim countries want to immigrate to superpowers in which there is freedom in sex against Muslim countries where sex is banned in all types except marriage between men and women. My life is very similar to the story of these movies. A person like me who masturbates will be addicted to sex in foreign countries where sex is free and will finally marry and will not study anymore since he wastes his time by growing children and this is the story of the movie "THE GRADUATE, 1967" which is the story of my DEPRESSIVE REALISM in foreign countries. There is a famous poem from SAADI SHIRAZI as "… He was neither researcher nor scientist, but a four footed animal on which there were some books…" which describes these Iranian people who do not understand those files (books).
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3-CONCLUSION
The only way that I strongly suggest for the scientific and economic advancement and 
